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BEAUTIFUL AND FILLED WITH CULTURALLY RELEVANT AND
CREATIVE SPACES REFLECTIVE OF OUR DIVERSE COMMUNITY
COLLABORATIVE AND INNOVATIVE IN TALENT
DEVELOPMENT AND EDUCATION SO THAT ALL MILWAUKEE RESIDENTS
EXPERIENCE A GREAT QUALITY OF LIFE.
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Seven decades of community impact. The Greater

The GMC carries its mission and vision into a bold

Milwaukee Committee’s breadth of initiatives contin-

new year, meeting challenges with innovative

ues its extensive reach, engaging many across Mil-

solutions that yield tangible results. With Milwaukee

waukee’s neighborhoods and region-wide including

in the national and world spotlight in 2020, we are

GMC members, program participants, and partners.

working diligently to grow current and explore new
relationships with national funders, leveraging the

This annual report showcases how our initiatives

success of our initiatives. Milwaukee’s status as a

impacted the region in 2019. It illustrates how GMC

“city on the rise” is in part a result of GMC’s engaged

members have helped Milwaukee become a national

members and initiatives that develop better arts and

thought leader in our focus areas of Innovation and

creative amenities; retain and attract diverse talent;

Talent, Economic Prosperity, and Vibrancy of Place,

help disinvested neighborhoods by accelerating

as well as how collaborative partnerships extend our

business growth in the central city and beyond;

reach and magnify these impacts across neighbor-

improve wellness for the region’s current and future

hoods, the region, and beyond.

workforce; foster seamless connections between
higher education institutions; pair diverse talent and

Our Board of Directors, committees, and co-chairs

regional companies; and create a stronger sense of

use a lens of equity and diversity in our work and

community, ambition, and civic pride.

proudly point to the progress and accomplishments
outlined in this report, thanking every member and

Much work remains; yet, the GMC has been proving

partner along the way.

“it can be done” for decades. We thank our members and their willingness to offer support of these

We also remember those who passed away in 2019:

initiatives, tackling challenges before us and contin-

Gary Grunau, Randall Crocker, George Mosher, and

uously leading Milwaukee into a vibrant future all can

Bill Haberman. Their legacies and positive contri-

embrace and share.

butions as GMC members to our city and region will
always be honored, admired, and never forgotten.

DAVID LUBAR
CHAIR

JULIA H. TAYLOR
PRESIDENT
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INNOVATION & TALENT CO-CHAIRS

INNOVATION
& TALENT

TODD TESKE, PRESIDENT & CEO, BRIGGS & STRATTON
MICHAEL LOVELL , PRESIDENT, MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY
JONAS PRISING, CHAIRMAN & CEO, MANPOWERGROUP

AN ECOSYSTEM OF
INNOVATORS
Innovation, education, and attracting
and retaining diverse talent are all keys
to economic prosperity. We use the most
innovative talent development strategies in
real-time with educational and corporate
partners, linking high school students to
regional career options and creating an
entrepreneurial learning environment with
college students, corporate partners and
startups. These efforts result in an innovative
and diverse talent pool. Employers from small
businesses to international corporations are
able to increase their growth opportunities by
attracting and retaining higher levels of talent
to help guide the way.
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INNOVATION & TALENT

THE COMMONS

TALENT EXPERIENCES,
OPPORTUNITIES EXPAND WITH

NEW CO:LAB
The Commons harnesses the power of ambitious talent, connecting
them and providing experiences that will help the region gain recognition as one of the most collaborative, connected, and active talent
ecosystems in the country. The Commons engages high school, college and university students in a 12-week skills accelerator, connecting
students to local companies to craft unique innovation experiences
that develop skills, inspire curiosity, celebrate diversity, produce meaningful impact, and build professional connections. In 2019, Co:Lab was
created in partnership with NEWaukee and Startup Milwaukee. This
talent pipeline expansion challenged cohorts of emerging professional
leaders in Milwaukee to accelerate civic impact by solving real-life,
community challenges. Focused on Near West Side, Granville, and
Mitchell Street, Co:Lab allowed students the opportunity to gain professional skills, work with local mentors, and give back to the community.
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INNOVATION & TALENT

BRADLEY TECH HIGH SCHOOL

BRADLEY
TECH

LANDS AVIATION
PIPELINE PROGRAM WITH

SOUTHWEST
AIRLINES
Welcoming and leveraging support from the business
and philanthropic communities, the GMC’s longtime
involvement with Bradley Tech has realized notable
increases in graduation rates, job and internship
placement, industry partnerships, and “first choice”
designation for middle school students in MPS. In 2019,
the GMC partnered with Bradley Tech, Milwaukee Area
Technical College and Southwest Airlines to launch
the Aviation Pipeline Program. Thanks to Southwest’s
generous grant, students receive college credits that
provide a head start toward a career in the growing field
of Aviation Maintenance Technicians.
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INNOVATION & TALENT

KEY TO THE CITY

KEY TO
THE CITY
CONTINUES TO

OPEN
DOORS

TO TALENT ATTRACTION
& RETENTION

Key to the City strives to engage young educators and
other professionals through proactive exposure to
Milwaukee’s many cultural and civic opportunities,
thanks to program partners who offer access to
educators. This helps develop and retain talent for
Milwaukee Public Schools and area companies, giving
educators a way to better infuse civic and cultural
assets into their classroom activities.
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INNOVATION & TALENT

GMC MEMBER PROFILE

JONAS PRISING

CHAIRMAN & CEO, MANPOWERGROUP

Jonas Prising is the CEO of Manpower Group and co-chair

“We’re living in an age of skill shortages,” he notes, “so

of the GMC’s Innovation and Talent committee through

this is a great way for companies to find and attract the

2019. For Prising, it’s the perfect fit for a committee

best talent. For students, it’s a great work-life experience

designed to drive innovation and talent development and

and makes them more employable.” That’s precisely

retention in our region, and to give talent and companies

what The Commons seeks to accomplish, and Manpow-

the opportunity to find each other.

erGroup CEO Jonas Prising’s passion for preparing the

“It’s been a journey,” Prising said. “The objective has
always been to drive innovation and position Milwaukee

workforce of tomorrow is reflected in his role as co-chair
of the initiative.

as a place where individuals interested in innovation can

Prising is proud of the multi-level approach – and ben-

come here and make it. It was always a lofty ambition.

efits – The Commons offers. “It brings students closer

We started out with ideas like ‘Flying Car,’ venture capital

to the world of work,” he said. “From a mentor perspec-

presentations, and the like. One area that really seemed

tive, you see many students are graduate-ready, but not

to have legs and gave us good traction was what is now

work-ready. The Commons is a great way to test practical

called The Commons. Our ability to create the network

applications of their academic knowledge.”

of schools where students could work together on an
innovation project for a company or organization that has
something that they need to get done, and then deliver
their ideas on how to solve that problem… that’s where
we’ve found success.”
For the past five years, The Commons has worked with
Milwaukee-area high schools, colleges, businesses, and
community organizations to build a vibrant ecosystem of
the most driven talent in our region.

While The Commons is focused on its roots in Milwaukee,
its mounting success stories are generating interest from
other cities; The Commons is sharing experiences and
best practices with Madison and Beloit, as well as Akron,
OH. But Prising says the focus is on scaling The Commons locally.
Both as The Commons’ co-chair and a GMC member,
Prising is impressed by the level of community support.
“I think one of the hallmarks of the Milwaukee community

The Commons uses the entrepreneurial mindset and de-

is how engaged everyone is in strengthening our commu-

sign thinking process to create the perfect environment

nity as a whole. Whether it’s tackling disparities or putting

to develop skills, inspire curiosity, celebrate diversity,

together programs like this – it’s looking to the long-term

produce meaningful impact, and build professional

health of the community. Other communities are im-

connections.

pressed in how all the stakeholders get involved from all
kinds of angles. And this initiative is no different.”

AS JONAS’ TENURE AS CO-CHAIR OF THE GMC’S INNOVATION AND TALENT COMMITTEE COMES TO
AN END, THE GMC WOULD LIKE TO THANK JONAS FOR HIS CONTINUED COMMITMENT TO ENSURING
MILWAUKEE IS A REGION OF INNOVATIVE AND DIVERSE TALENT.
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THE
COMMONS
IS A GREAT WAY FOR
COMPANIES TO FIND
& ATTRACT THE
BEST TALENT.
FOR STUDENTS, IT’S
A GREAT WORKLIFE EXPERIENCE &
MAKES THEM MORE
EMPLOYABLE.
JONAS PRISING
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THE CO-LAB
GIVES PEOPLE
A CHANCE TO
EXPLORE NEW
NEIGHBORHOODS,
MEET MORE
PEOPLE, & CREATE
LONG-LASTING
INVOLVEMENT
IN THE COMMUNITY.
ANGELA DAMIANI
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INNOVATION & TALENT

GMC MEMBER PROFILE

ANGELA DAMIANI
CEO, NEWAUKEE

Angela Damiani knows a thing or two about creatives and

“Peer mentorship was especially exciting to watch,” said

talent. She is co-founder and now CEO of NEWaukee, a so-

Damiani, noting projects with the Near West Side, Gran-

cial architecture agency focusing on designing memorable

ville, and Mitchell Street BIDs, “We proved this concept

experiences that connect people, places, and companies

in 2019 and now we’re heading toward something even

throughout Milwaukee. She particularly recognizes the

more substantial.”

importance of producing high-impact solutions to real
community issues.
To that end, The Commons partnered with NEWaukee
and Startup Milwaukee to launch a new civic accelerator
called Co:Lab. It’s designed to take talent engagement to
the community level.
“The Commons is a wonderful 10-week program. Once
people finish it, you need something that gets them to
stay engaged,” said Damiani, “The Co:Lab gives people a
chance to explore new neighborhoods, meet more people,
and create long-lasting involvement in the community.”
Co:Lab participants expand their knowledge in design
thinking, rapid prototyping, and skills in leadership and
management. Then they work with neighborhood and
BID (Business Improvement District) initiatives, growing
businesses, and nonprofit organizations to solve community challenges.
Damiani views Co:Lab as a catalyst for increasing people’s
capacity to serve – and thrive. “The gap between volunteering one Saturday afternoon at a non-profit versus joining their board, for example, is HUGE.” she notes. “Co:Lab
is one way to bridge that.”

Thanks to a generous grant from the Zilber Foundation,
Co:Lab will continue working with local talent to address
additional neighborhood challenges in 2020.
Damiani is also co-chair of the GMC’s Creative Placemaking initiatives, including the Beerline Trail and the
launch of the highly successful NEWaukee Night Market.
“In 2020, we’re initiating a study with the Urban Institute
that will examine vibrancy indicators along with social
and economic impact from the GMC’s efforts,” said
Damiani.
Milwaukee is one of three cities nationally to be selected
for this study, designed to guide the necessary steps for
more equitable development and create “best practice”
guidelines for developers, locally and nationally. Results
will be shared with the GMC membership.
As a member, Damiani appreciates the ability to work
with various initiatives that apply to multiple GMC focus
areas. “When you get right down to it, they all come
together at some point. They all make Milwaukee that
much better of a place to live for a broader cross-section
of the community.”

The first set of Co:Lab participants noted significant increases in their own skill sets, particularly with confidence
in their ability to engage with less familiar communities,
willingness to take risks, and ability to teach others as well
as learn from them.
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ECONOMI
PROSPERITY

SCALE UP MILWAUKEE CO-CHAIRS

11

DAVID WERNER, PRESIDENT & CEO, PARK BANK
JERRY JENDUSA , CO-FOUNDER, STUCK LLC

ECONOMIC
GROWTH IS
CRUCIAL
For any region, economic growth is crucial.
The GMC is committed to comprehensive,
innovative solutions that drive economic
development in Milwaukee and provide a
broad, powerful platform for companies to
grow and entrepreneurs to succeed. We focus
on macro issues - initiatives with broad and
deep components, designed to spark systemic
change. Often, our success is much greater
than the sum of its parts, and while it can
be felt down to the smallest employer, it is
also recognized as changing the culture and
conversation of the region. Advancing inclusive
economic development with an eye on growing
jobs and generational wealth can ensure
the future of business growth and long-term
prosperity in Milwaukee.

ECONOMIC PROSPERITY

FUTURE WORKFORCE

GINA PETER AND ASSOCIATED BANK
RECOGNIZED FOR DIVERSITY IN
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
In 2019, The GMC’s Future Workforce Committee recognized Gina Peter of Wells Fargo and
Associated Bank with the 6th Annual Mary Ellen Stanek Award for Diversity in Corporate
Governance. The GMC’s Future Workforce Committee works to make Milwaukee a recognized
region of choice for diverse talent and a model for effective workforce and inclusion practices
from top to bottom. The Committee also administers the workforce diversity survey and works
with The Commons and Scale Up on issues of minority and urban entrepreneurship.

MARY ELLEN STANEK
AWARD RECIPIENTS IN 2019
Congratulations to the 2019 Mary Ellen Stanek Award winners,
Gina Peter, EVP of Wells Fargo (bottom center), and Associated
Bank! Accepting the award on behalf of Associated Bank is
Judy Doctor, EVP & Human Resources Director.
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ECONOMIC PROSPERITY

S C A L E U P M I LWA U K E E

SCALE UP COMPANIES
GROWING, DIVERSIFYING & CREATING
GENERATIONAL WEALTH
Scale Up Milwaukee transforms the culture of growth in Milwaukee, galvanizing assets to increase growth
for the region’s entrepreneurial companies and improve inclusive, community-wide economic prosperity.
Stakeholders include private sector leaders, public officials, investors, entrepreneurs, university faculty,
and local economic development support groups.
The Growth Accelerator works with UW-Milwaukee to grow businesses with $1-$15 million in revenue.
SPARC works to connect women- and minority-owned businesses under $1 million with resources to scale.
Rising Tide launched in 2019. Funded with a grant from the Surdna Foundation, Rising Tide fosters access
to capital, revenue growth, and hiring capacity for business owners of color in Milwaukee. By providing the
tools, knowledge, and networked ecosystem to advance ambitious growth and improve the cycle of generational wealth, we are reducing the racial wealth gap in the process.
Over the past six years, more than 150 businesses working with the Growth Accelerator and SPARC have
created an additional 1,383 jobs, expanded the tax base, increased personal wealth, and contributed to a
better quality of life.
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ECONOMIC PROSPERITY

Creation of a real-time assessment
indicator that detects changes in individual
progress along a six-level continuum
assessing generational wealth

183 hired since SPARC
program participation

1,200 hired since Growth
Accelerator program participation

Collection of data that allows a reliable comparison
analysis across different demographics of business
owners to ensure the assessment indicator will
provide reliable progress indication

48% average projected
growth in 2020

25% average projected
growth for 2020

Two businesses graduated SPARC and joined the Growth
Accelerator, proving they experienced enough revenue
growth to become Growth Accelerator candidates
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ECONOMIC PROSPERITY

GMC MEMBER PROFILE

MARK MONE

CHANCELLOR, UW-MILWAUKEE

Mark Mone is Chancellor of the University of Wiscon-

“These programs generate what I like to call

sin-Milwaukee, which serves as a key partner and stake-

‘intentional collisions’,” said Mone. “For example, one

holder for Scale Up’s Growth Accelerator and SPARC

student with a company called Nourish Nutritional

programs. He’s a longtime advocate of entrepreneurship

Products went through the SPARC program, ended

on campus, noting its proclivity to infuse a university with

up mentoring one of the other teams, and in doing so

creativity and opportunity. He was part of the Executive

discovered Lean Launch techniques. She said to me,

Committee when the GMC worked to build the Growth

‘Teaching can help you learn something even more

Accelerator (then called “Scalerator”) with Dan Isenberg

than you thought.’

of Babson College.

“What I see happening is the entrepreneurial spirit

tution in the nation, “The work with Babson helped

extending through the school. Faculty in disciplines

establish external credibility for Scale Up,” the Chancellor

like chemistry are discovering more how R&D can

noted. “But entrepreneurship has to happen with local

translate into new products and companies, and we

banks, talent, and resources.”

connect business students with them. Entrepreneur-

Mone, along with other GMC members and GMC staff
harnessed these local connections, bringing banks, local

ship is a continuum, and everyone can learn from
these aspects,” he noted.

talent pools, colleges and universities, seasoned busi-

Looking ahead, Chancellor Mone is quite bullish on

ness leaders and others together. “Convening all of these

Scale Up’s programs: “We’re at an inflection point.

stakeholders, along with support from the city and the

The opportunity is for catalytic growth. There are lots

WEDC (Wisconsin Economic Development Corporation)

of opportunities for GMC members and even for peo-

allowed a really smooth transition to it being our own

ple who have gone through these programs to come

initiative,” he observed.

back, mentor, partner with these companies, and

Since Scale Up efforts began, over 150 companies have
gone through the Growth Accelerator and SPARC programs. Results include elevated revenue growth, creation
of nearly 1,400 additional jobs, and inspired connections
across the community, including among entrepreneurs
and educational institutions.
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Mone relishes the benefits programs like these bring.

Considered the top entrepreneurial educational insti-

even develop customer relationships. As businesses
grow, new knowledge is needed to get to the next
level. We intend to help make it happen.”

WE’RE AT AN
INFLECTION
POINT.
THE OPPORTUNITY IS FOR
CATALYTIC
GROWTH.
AS BUSINESSES GROW,
NEW KNOWLEDGE IS
NEEDED TO GET TO THE
NEXT LEVEL.
WE INTEND TO HELP
MAKE IT
HAPPEN.
MARK MONE
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CREATIVE PLACEMAKING COMMITTEE CO-CHAIRS
ELIZABETH BRENNER, RETIRED PRESIDENT/PUBLISHER, MILWAUKEE JOURNAL SENTINEL
ANGELA DAMIANI, PRESIDENT, NEWAUKEE

VIBRANCY OF
PLACE

DOWNTOWN TASK FORCE/MKE UNITED CO-CHAIRS
LINDA GORENS-LEVEY, PARTNER, GENERAL CAPITAL GROUP
GREG WESLEY, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, MEDICAL COLLEGE OF WISCONSIN

THE POWER OF
PLACE IS
UNDENIABLE
The power of place is undeniable. The GMC and its
partners recognize this, and employ our nationally
recognized methods for designing public spaces that
increase civic engagement, bridge economic divides,
and accelerate success for neighborhoods within
our region. Coupled with public- and private-sector
development, tremendous opportunities can lead to a
more inclusive Milwaukee. The Creative Placemaking
Committee leverages national and local grants and
resources to this effect, while MKE United focuses on
equitable growth in Milwaukee’s greater downtown
neighborhoods in partnership with the Greater
Milwaukee Foundation, the City of Milwaukee, the
Milwaukee Urban League, and LISC Milwaukee.
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VIBRANCY OF PLACE

MKE UNITED JOINS THE
SHARED PROSPERITY PARTNERSHIP
MKE United has joined the new Shared Prosperity Partnership, a
collaborative of cities convened by the Urban Institute, Kresge Foundation,
Brookings Institute, and Living Cities to share best practices and bring
capacity to local cities’ efforts for inclusive growth and shared prosperity
in disinvested neighborhoods. Milwaukee was also host to a SP2
convening in February of 2019.

BEERLINE TRAIL RETAINS
MACARTHUR FELLOW
DESIGNER AS EXPANSION,
CONNECTIONS CONTINUE
The Beerline Trail fosters true connections, spurs development, and offers a
quality of life amenity across neighborhoods in need. The Linear Park Lifeways
Design Plan and the Equitable Implementation Plan were completed in 2019,
aimed at building equitable communities through trail expansion. Trail designer
Walter Hood was a 2019 Dorothy & Lillian Gish Prize recipient, and a MacArthur
Fellow for 2020. The coming year will feature a feasibility study on the scope of
the design implementation as well as northward trail expansion.
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VIBRANCY OF PLACE

MKE UNITED AIMS TO
FUEL COMMERCIAL CORRIDOR
REVIVAL THROUGH BREW
CITY MATCH
In 2019, the Pop-Up MKE program moved to city administration after
successful implementation by LISC Milwaukee, WWBIC, MEDC, the
Hmong Chamber, Columbia Savings & Loan Association, and the GMC.
With the same partners, we have taken the next step in commercial
corridor revitalization by launching Brew City Match, a new MKE United
initiative, helping to fuel the revival and resurgence of entrepreneurship in
Milwaukee. Brew City Match has worked with nearly 60 businesses across
five commercial tracks in three key redevelopment corridors: Historic
King Drive, North Avenue & Fond du Lac, and Cesar Chavez Drive. The
program connects new and expanding businesses with quality commercial
real estate, business training, and funding to fuel Milwaukee’s historic
commercial corridors.
During 2019, Brew City Match:
•

Worked with 59 businesses in five commercial tracks, selected from
213 applicants; 35 of them are receiving technical assistance on
business planning

19

•

Facilitated 4 Community Organizer Cohort Sessions

•

80% of Brew City Match winner businesses are women-owned

•

92% of Brew City Match participants are Entrepreneurs of Color

•

Will host 5 rounds of competition through 2021

VIBRANCY OF PLACE

MILWAUKEE GETS
NATIONAL
CREATIVE
PLACEMAKING
RECOGNITION
Cementing its status as a national thought leader in
Creative Placemaking, Milwaukee was one of four
U.S. cities invited to Washington, D.C. for the Urban
Institute’s Creative Placemaking Forum. We were
selected for our work in examining and implementing
arts and culture as a sustainability resource for the
economic and social well-being of neighborhoods.

ANTI-DISPLACEMENT PILOT
RAISES $400,000
MKE United created and raised $400,000 in private and
philanthropic donations for its five-year pilot Anti-Displacement
Fund. The fund helps ensure up to 250+ low-income, long-term
homeowners in the fast-developing Halyard Park, Brewers Hill,
Harambee and Walkers Point neighborhoods have much-needed
assistance with rising property tax payments via a targeted grant.
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VIBRANCY OF PLACE

GMC MEMBER PROFILE

GREG WESLEY

SENIOR VP, MEDICAL COLLEGE OF WISCONSIN

Greg Wesley is the Senior VP of Strategic Alliances &

tenants at the Gimbels-Schuster’s Building on MLK,” Wesley

Business Development at The Medical College of Wiscon-

said, “It’s in one of the neighborhoods MKE United identified

sin (MCW), focused on bringing together inquisitive minds

as needing investment. We’ve identified that as the best

in science, medicine, education and community

location for the work we intend to do, especially with Halyard

engagement to solve the toughest challenges in health

Park, Harambee, and Brewers Hill all right there.”

and society today. Similarly, the GMC works to bring
together the resources to tackle challenges in our city,
region, and neighborhoods. As co-chair of MKE United,
Greg Wesley defines the 2019 MKE United activities in a
trailblazing fashion.

United’s participation in the Shared Prosperity Partnership,
too. “A lot of other cities like Detroit, Fresno, Memphis…
even Arlington, Virginia are trying to tackle substantial
issues. We get to see how they’re approaching it from a

“It’s required a different way of working,” Wesley ob-

cross-sector basis, how they’re using data gleaned from

served, “We didn’t come in with defined metrics. This

places like Brookings and tie them into resources from local

has been an iterative situation with a lot of different

and national support. It’s a cohort of different types

stakeholders at the table. We’ve focused on a couple of

of communities, and we all learn from each other, from

key areas first and then developed metrics. So, it’s much

solving problems to planning how we can expand

more organic and the workgroups will be able to own the

economic clusters.”

outcome more effectively.”

As 2020 arrives, Wesley feels there is plenty to be excited

Wesley proudly notes concrete results from their efforts.

about – and there’s room for others to participate. “I’m look-

“Brew City Match, for example, has been very effective.

ing forward to having the place-based investment between

Driving along North Avenue the other day, I noticed a

GMC and MCW show impact. I’m excited about the Anti-Dis-

couple of the retail establishments that grew out of that

placement Fund launching to stabilize these neighborhoods

work. It’s pretty substantial.”

as development moves in. When you have big vision, it can

To that end, bringing neglected structures back to life and
injecting the surrounding neighborhoods with catalytic
development is one goal of the Medical College of Wisconsin’s partnership with the Greater Milwaukee Foundation, another MKE United partner. “We’ll be anchor
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Wesley appreciates new learning opportunities from MKE

be overwhelming; what I’m hopeful for is our ability to show
some tangible examples of progress, and then we can attract others because we need more than just the people we
have around the table now.”

FOR ME, THE
GOAL IS TO CREATE
ENOUGH
CONFIDENCE

TO HELP TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE RELATIVELY
STRONG ECONOMIC BASE
WE HAVE DOWNTOWN &

INSPIRE
CONFIDENCE

THAT THESE ARE GOOD PLACES
TO LIVE AND WORK; THAT CAN HELP

SPREAD THE
PROSPERITY.
GREG WESLEY
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MY HOPE FOR 2020
IS THAT OUR WORK

TOGETHER GATHERS
MOMENTUM &
ACCELERATES FURTHER
INVESTMENT

BEYOND DOWNTOWN INTO
NEIGHBORHOODS THAT HAVE SUFFERED FROM
LONG TERM DISINVESTMENT.

IT IS OUR
MOMENT.
WE CAN FEEL THE
MOMENTUM.
ELLEN GILLIGAN
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VIBRANCY OF PLACE

GMC MEMBER PROFILE

ELLEN GILLIGAN

PRESIDENT & CEO, GREATER MILWAUKEE FOUNDATION
Ellen Gilligan is president & CEO of the Greater Milwaukee

will bring economic investment, create new housing

Foundation, which has contributed to the health and vi-

opportunities, attract new residents and employees,

tality of Milwaukee through its donors for over 100 years.

businesses, and services to the neighborhood.”

She is co-chair of MKE United’s Executive Leadership
Committee, and applies her expertise and passion for
helping cities develop effective public-private partnerships with shared goals to align resources and address
big issues most effectively.

This expanding economic investment often comes with a
price; neighborhood and downtown development means
higher property values and increasing property taxes,
often levied on longtime, low-income residents who may
lack the resources to keep pace. As a result, MKE United

2019 was a pivotal year for Gilligan, with participation in

created the Anti-Displacement Fund to assist homeown-

the work of MKE United. “By joining and partnering with

ers in paying the increased taxes. Started as a five-year

the GMC on efforts like MKE United, the Foundation is

pilot in 2019, the fund raised $400,000 in private and

fulfilling our commitment to serve and invest in neighbor-

philanthropic donation, with Gilligan’s help. “The [An-

hoods and communities of color that have suffered from

ti-Displacement] fund is an innovative strategy and an

historic under-investment, to support residents to achieve

example of private partners acting quickly and nimbly to

their dreams for themselves and their neighborhoods.”

ensure that long term homeowners with lower incomes

Gilligan notes the partnership between Greater Milwaukee Foundation and the Medical College of Wisconsin
demonstrates the power of intentionality and a bold
vision, and is emblematic of the values leading MKE

can remain in their homes as property values and taxes
rise,” she said, “This pilot will determine its effectiveness.
As partners, we are committed to working with the City in
its efforts to prevent displacement.”

United. “Our partnership represents two of Milwaukee’s

Despite many accomplishments, Gilligan knows one can

oldest and most prominent anchor institutions coming

never stop learning. MKE United’s new involvement in

together to advance a shared vision for a healthy, equita-

the Shared Prosperity Partnership has brought unique

ble Milwaukee. Our community will truly thrive when we

learning opportunities while working with a cohort of

focus intentionally and relentlessly to ensure that all our

cities working on common issues, such as expanding

residents share in Milwaukee’s growing prosperity and

investment in underserved communities. “We’ve learned

expanding opportunities.”

that this work requires not only public-private partner-

Gilligan states the importance of this project is breathing
new life into a once-iconic but now-neglected Gimbels-Schuster’s Building on Historic MLK Drive. “This
project is expanding economic investment from downtown north to Bronzeville, just as the development of

ships, but a commitment to utilize resources differently
and intentionally to expand economic opportunity. This
is a great platform for showcasing Milwaukee; it provides
opportunity for national recognition and has already
leveraged significant investment.”

Manpower Headquarters and Schlitz Park extended eco-

Gilligan proudly points to the “tremendous resident and

nomic development along the river and Commerce Street,

business engagement and enthusiasm” from thousands

and Bader Philanthropies is expanding it in Harambee,”

working toward strong, vibrant neighborhoods where

says Gilligan. “By breathing new life and purpose into this

people want to live, work, shop, and play. “We can see the

beautiful landmark and locating there, our partnership

fruits of the work, by so many over many months, taking
root and coming to life.”
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OUR WORK COULD NOT BE
POSSIBLE WITHOUT THE
SUPPORT OF OUR MEMBERS
AND PARTNERS. WE APPRECIATE
YOUR COMMITMENT TO HELPING
US MAKE MILWAUKEE THE BEST
PLACE TO LIVE, LEARN, WORK,
PLAY, AND STAY. A HEARTFELT
“THANK YOU” TO ALL WHO GO
ABOVE AND BEYOND!

American Family Insurance
Associated Bank
Bader Philanthropies
Briggs & Stratton
CG Schmidt
Church Mutual Insurance
City of Milwaukee
Direct Supply, Inc.
EDGE
Employ Milwaukee
Godfrey & Kahn S.C.
Greater Milwaukee Foundation
Harry and Rose Samson Family
Jewish Community Center
Hendricks Family Foundation
Herb Kohl Philanthropies

CKNOWLDGMENTS

JP Morgan Chase & Co.
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LISC Milwaukee
Kohl’s Corporation
Kohler Company
Kresge Foundation
ManpowerGroup
Marcus Foundation
National Endowment for the Arts
Northwestern Mutual Foundation

Thank you to the universities
and colleges that support The
Commons and provide great
opportunities for our region’s
college students in innovation
and talent development. We
appreciate you!
Alverno College
Bryant & Stratton College
Cardinal Stritch University
Carroll University
Carthage College
Concordia University
Gateway Technical College
Herzing University
Lakeland University
Lakeshore Technical College
Marquette University
Medical College of Wisconsin
Milwaukee Area Technical
College

Outrider Foundation

Milwaukee Institute of Art &
Design

PNC Foundation

Mount Mary University

Rails to Trails Conservancy

MSOE

Robert W. Baird Foundation

UW-Milwaukee

Rockwell Automation

UW-Parkside

Southwest Airlines

UWGB at Sheboygan

Surdna Foundation

UWM at Washington County

US Bank

UWM at Waukesha

We Energies Foundation

UW-Whitewater

West Bend Mutual Insurance

Waukesha County Technical
College

Wisconsin Economic
Development Corporation

Wisconsin Lutheran College
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Dave Anderson
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President & CEO
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President
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Mark Sabljak

Co-Founder
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John E. Schlifske

Chairman, President, & CEO
Northwestern Mutual
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Retired Partner
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Thomas L. Spero
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Mary Ellen Stanek

Managing Director & Chief Investment Officer
Baird Advisors

President
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Development

Elizabeth Cizinsky
Program Manager
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Maggie Dauss

Community Manager
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Mallory Davis

Marketing & Business Manager
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Samantha Giles

Executive Administrator

Rich Greene

Director of Operations

Michael Hostad
Executive Director
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Elmer Moore, Jr.
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Project Director
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